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Shutting Down
By the time struggling readers make it to the
“Reading Teacher” or the “Special Reading Class”,
many of them already feel different, defeated, or
“dumb”. Some may have lost interest in going to
school. Some may have lost the eagerness to learn
new things. Many are unmotivated, but some have
even shut down completely.

Motivation
What People Need: From getting out
of the bed in the morning, to going to
work, or school, we all need to feel:

➔

Valued
Relatedness, Social Connections

➔

Autonomous
Choices

➔ Competent
Good at what we do

Meet Van.
Fifth grade student. Wears the
same Vans hoodie each day.
At the first possibility of
incorrectly answering a
question, he covers his head
with his hoodie, and puts his
head down on the table.
Sometimes he tears his papers,
throws assignments on floor, or
even falls to the floor.

“She worked her magic on me.”
Refused to do interactive literature
response, at first.
Step by step guidance with helpful hints
(little tricks) and lots of pep talk, led to
success. I just believed in him before he
did.

Is the power to motivate
students as simple as a
magic trick?

Yes! Be like Ms. Frizzle!
You can practice magic too!
(Making the impossible, possible has
always been in a teacher’s job description!
You just need to practice the right kind of
magic tricks!)

When children first enter
school, they’re excited and
naturally motivated.
Motivation appears to
decrease between 1st and
4th grades, due to a
growing awareness of their
own performance
compared to peers and
instruction emphasizing
competition.
(IRA, Children’s Motivation for Reading and Reading
Engagement, Guthrie & Wigfield, 2000)

Questions:
Do you display
reading goals?
Do you give work,
tell students to do
their work, or ask if
their work is
finished?

Aspects of Reading Motivation
INTEREST:
Situational leads
to enduring
learning, social
time, CHOICES,
Self-selection

DEDICATION:
reading enhances
quality of life,
strategies,
stamina,
relevance

CONFIDENCE:
linked to
achievement,
self-talk, safe
environment,
relationships with
teacher/peers

Reading motivation is
defined as the values,
beliefs and behaviors
surrounding reading for an
individual.
(Cambria & Guthrie, 2010)

Reading Motivation
requires
SKILL AND WILL
Do you as a teacher
address BOTH? How
do you support
individual Literate
Identity?

Children come to know and understand
literacy through activities in which they
engage. Literacy tasks have enormous
potential to influence feelings and attitudes
about literacy. Provide challenge, choice,
and student control in the classroom.

Present problems to solve,
not papers to fill out.
(The Reading Teacher, How Literacy Tasks Influence Children’s Motivation for Literacy,
Turner & Paris, 1995)

Literacy
enhances life
through
communication
and discovery.
Literacy
connects us.

Create a Classroom Culture
that supports reading
motivation and nurtures the
stages of reading
development.
(Creating Classroom Cultures that Foster Motivation by Linda Gambrell)

Classroom Culture
Emphasize Effort/Praise Mistakes
Mistakes are examples of learning! You pulled
yourself together after getting frustrated! You
kept trying until it worked! “I must not have
taught that well.”

Challenge Failure Mentality

“No

put-downs allowed, including yourself!”
Practice positive self-talk. No sarcasm or
snickering.

Redo/Revise/Retake

Supports
learning mastery, not just completion for
points. “Try again until you get it.” I won’t give
up on you. Learning takes time, break
assignments into manageable parts.

Classroom Culture
Connect With Students
Build relationships. Take an interest in their
interests. Help find related material. Create a
community/family.

Notice and Build Strengths
Determine learning preferences together as a
class. Allow for creative expression to
showcase individual strengths. Connect and
support common interests. Allow students to
collaborate by assuming a role in their area of
strength. “Writing is your strength, will you
record the results? Drawing is your strength,
will you illustrate our poster? Your strength is
with numbers, will you graph the survey? Will
you be the one to research? etc.

Notice and Build Strengths
(My Personal Favorite Magic Trick!)
Constantly remind students that
there are 8 Ways to be Smart
Based on Howard Gardner’s Multiple
Intelligences Theory
Show students how to discover their
strengths, and the strengths of their
peers, as well as how to utilize and
improve those skills in the classroom.

Resources/Activities:
Cooperative Structures for the
Multiple Intelligences Classroom, by
Spencer Kagan
lauracandler.com
drkathykoch.com
to strengths as
powers”

refers
“super

Provide as many open tasks as possible which allows
students to be in control of products and process.
Closed tasks have one right answer, and more risk of
being incorrect.
Provide authentic choices and purposes for literacy.
Present activities for the sake of enjoyment and learning.
Encourage collaboration among different peers. “Seek
and Give” clues.
Allow students to accommodate, modify, or extend
tasks based on challenge level. This allows students to
adjust their own goals. This builds responsibility,
ownership, and self regulation.

Classroom Characteristics that
support motivation to read:
-

Teacher as a model
Book rich environment
Opportunities for choice
Social interactions related to
reading and writing
Time to get familiar with books
Literacy related incentives

Allan Wigfield
Motivation Theorist
Children’s Motivation
for Reading and
Reading Engagement,
1997
*Do you read at DEAR
time?

Literacy
Motivation Project
(Cameron and Pierce, 1994)
Compared types of rewards with 1st Graders

➔

Reward Proximity Hypothesis
Rewards strongly related to desired
behavior (reading) are most effective
for increase in intrinsic motivation

➔

Extrinsic rewards optional
Most often found in closed task
classrooms, stickers, bookmarks

➔

What Did Children Prefer?
Favorite part of program was the social
interaction component, time with
teacher/peers, creating together

Four Common Key Features
Of the classroom with increased interest:

Access to Books
Self-Selection of Books
Social Interaction with Books
Familiarity of Books

Skill
and Will
Readers need BOTH
for sustained,
intrinsic reading
motivation.

Study with 4th graders:
Students whose motivations are extrinsic,
“completed work” because it was an
assignment or wanted recognition.
Those students were also more likely to
engage in rote learning and gain verbatim
knowledge rather than a fully integrated
concept of learning.
(Pintrich, Marx & Boyle, 1993)

In a study featured in Reading Research Quarterly, a scale
of motivation from intrinsic to extrinsic rewards was
considered in determining that intrinsic motivation for
reading was more closely associated with predicting
perceptions of competence. (Gottfried, 1995)
Training students to use self-regulated learning
strategies such as self-verbalization, improves their own
self-efficacy and overall motivation in learning.
(Schunk and Rice, 1995)

Possible Factors of Rising Apathy
2000

2010

National Reading Panel
Report- The Five Pillars
(not a pillar-not a focus)

Common Core Standards
-inappropriate expectations
for young

2000

2019

2001

Current

No Child Left Behind
-begins misuse of
standardized testing

Checklist approach to
teaching too many
substandards

Try the Menu

Not only are we as teachers charged with
providing our students with the tools to be
effective readers and writers, we also need to
provide them reasons to read and write, and
discover the real joy of communication.
Consider the big picture instead of a checklist
of standards and workbook pages. Create 4
main goals in reading and writing, for the
year. Approach each day with a plan to serve:
~Appetizers: Some whole group time
~Main Course: A lot of small group time, while
other students collaborate
~Dessert: Some one on one time
(Comprehension from the Ground Up by
Sharon Taberski)

Not a Ms. Frizzle? Just don’t be this kind of teacher!

